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PB: Your repertoire obviously covers a broad range of music, going back to 
the Baroque, but on the basis of the two CDs at hand, you seem to have a 
special taste for music of living composers. Can you discuss this, including 
how your interest in new music started? 

MKE: My piano teacher, the late Jacob Lateiner, premiered Elliott Carter’s 
Piano Concerto with the Boston Symphony and gave me a record of the per-
formance. I was bowled over! He encouraged my interest in contemporary 
music and coached me on many wonderful works by Barber, Cage, Cop-
land, Diamond, Persichetti, Piston, Sessions, and others, during my Juilliard 
years. Note the conspicuous lack of women composers, but at least most of 
the men were alive at the time! I performed Copland’s Piano Sonata many 
times with the Juilliard Dance Ensemble as part of the Lincoln Center Tour-
ing Program in New York City public schools. I had wonderful opportunities 
to work with and perform premieres of terrific works by my Juilliard col-
leagues like Larry Alan Smith and Eric Ewazen, for example. When I com-
peted in the Jose Iturbi International Piano Competition, I won the prize for 
best interpretation of the compulsory new work commissioned by a Spanish 
composer for the competition, so I guess my interpretive talent for contem-
porary music was recognized. 

PB: You have been a champion of the music of women composers. How did 
that direction evolve for you? 

MKE: While at Juilliard, I met Judith Shatin, who was getting a Master’s in 
composition, and she and I became good friends and are still close to this 
day. She introduced me to her inventive music and music by other women 
of our generation, and I became passionate about the exploration of a whole 
world of composers I did not know existed. I began inserting works by 
women in my recital programs—from Ruth Crawford Seeger to Ruth Lomon, 
from Clara Schumann to Augusta Read Thomas, and so on, until I developed 
full recital programs of music by American women composers. I became 
involved with American Women Composers, as it was formerly known, now 
International Alliance of Women in Music, where I met and worked with 
some very gifted composers. I initially met Stefania de Kenessey and Nancy 
Bloomer Deussen through this affiliation. Stefania’s Sunburst was commis-
sioned by me in 1993 for the MusicAlaska Fairbanks International Congress 
and it has become a core piece in my repertoire, with premieres at the 
Contemporary American Theater Festival in West Virginia, Derriere Guard 
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Festival Chicago and Carnegie Hall Composer-Pianist concerts. In 1995, I 
recorded chamber and solo works of both Stefania’s and Nancy’s on a CD 
titled Two by Three. I first heard Jennifer Higdon’s music at the International 
Flute Conference in Washington back in the 1980s and waited almost 20 
years for her to compose a solo piano piece. It was totally worth the wait. In 
the late 1980s, I came across Katherine Hoover’s volume of delightful piano 
pieces and have performed them many times, so I was excited a few years 
ago when she sent me Dream Dances, a large scale, multi-section work with 
high drama that I knew would fit well in this recording. I premiered Jing Jing 
Luo’s Mosquito during a State Department and Spanish Ministry of Culture 
tour in Europe shortly after it was published in the early 1990s. It appears in 
many of my programs and I sometimes offer it as an encore, because it is so 
funny. When’s the last time a serial work five minutes long made you laugh? 
Audiences love to laugh, even at classical music concerts. 

PB: Related to this subject, how does being able to discuss your perfor-
mance with the composer affect your playing? 

MKE: Working in person with a composer is always invaluable, when a 
composer’s conception of a piece is merged with the performer’s interpre-
tive realization. I will never forget playing for Leon Kirchner at his home a 
year or so before his death. We sat together while he played a number of his 
recorded pieces, with him at the piano. Wow! He was an incredible vir-
tuoso. Although he was weak and it was difficult for him to speak at length, 
between playing the recordings and explaining, he helped me come to a 
perfect understanding of what he was trying to convey and I came away 
with confidence about my performance. I think composers are very open to 
different interpretations of their music and this is what makes great music so 
universal. 

PB: What a wonderful story. Kirchner’s music is certainly important and un-
derappreciated. Do you remember what you played of his? 

MKE: Violinist Hasse Borup and I were preparing to record his Duo No. 2, 
composed in 2002, and he was very pleased that we were performing and 
recording it. It is included on our Centaur release American Fantasies. We 
had a long working session with him, followed by a lovely lunch. He told us 
fascinating stories about his years in California, Stravinsky, and Schoenberg. 
PB: It would be great to have your comments on the seven composers on 
Keeping Time. 

MKE: The youngest composer and newest friend is Vivian Fung, who met 
with me shortly before the recording in May 2012. In working with her 
on the title cut, Keeping Time, she wanted a percussive, staccato quality 
throughout this virtuosic concert étude, similar to the sound of instruments 
in the Gamelan orchestras of Indonesia. Because of the resonant acoustic 
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in Mechanics Hall, Worcester, Massachusetts, where we recorded, and the 
toccata-like nature of the piece, I had to work very hard to achieve this. Viv-
ian is brilliant and is engaged in fascinating research, traveling and gathering 
samples of Chinese and East Asian folk song and studying culture in remote 
areas. 

Jennifer Higdon helped me highlight her signature flourishes throughout 
Secret and Glass Gardens. She clarified subtle structural elements that bet-
ter unified the piece for me, but that also allowed each of the surprising new 
musical ideas to sparkle. Secret and Glass Gardens is transcendent and is a 
beautiful experience for both performer and listener, even though it is chal-
lenging technically. It is not often that the great amount of time spent learn-
ing extremely difficult music is rewarding, but in this case, the experience of 
performing music that had a profound effect on performer and audience was 
a rare and precious one. 

In Dream Dances, Katherine Hoover helped me enhance a grand architec-
ture that builds to a tremendous climax using speed, crescendo, and bra-
vura style that really comes across in performance. Katherine is not only a 
fantastic composer and flutist, but also pianist, so was very helpful explain-
ing technical and interpretive things in pianistic terms. I think she must be 
a good conductor as well because she really got me going in rehearsal to 
generate a resonant “baritone” sound in the opening moments and a huge 
sound across the entire keyboard in the tumultuous finish. I visualized these 
intense moments with her as I was recording. 

Jing Jing Luo has always been a great fan of my Mosquito interpretation. I 
have to say it is one of the most fun pieces to play, ever, even though there 
are some treacherous passages. When I called to talk to her about some 
of the notation before the recording sessions, she said that however I was 
inspired to play it was the way it should be. Now I can go to sleep at night 
believing I can really play the piano. 

I have premiered a number of Judith Shatin’s intriguing piano pieces, and 
recorded her Widdershins and now Chai Variations, both for the Innova 
label, so Judith and I know each other well. She is a very positive person and 
always mentions the interpretive aspects she loves about your performance. 
Since I have performed Chai Variations many times, it has become an old 
friend to us and we have only modified a few tempos of late. Although the 
variations are short, each explores a vivid sonic world of textures, colors, 
and emotions that are quite captivating. 

Stefania de Kenessey is a fantastic pianist, so I am always a bit nervous when 
I do a first play-through for her, as the technical difficulty of her writing 
reflects her virtuosity. I thought I was in real trouble when I finished and she 
looked up and said that I played the second movement much slower than 
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she envisioned, but that it really worked. She loved it and didn’t want to 
change it. I just don’t want it ever to end; it’s so gorgeous, so I take it s-l-o-w. 
Nancy Bloomer Deussen and I have collaborated on a number of projects 
and I felt her charming miniature, A Recollection, made a perfect ending for 
the CD. It’s like a sentimental look back over the many years of friendship, 
great music, and good times all of us have enjoyed working together in the 
world of music. 

PB: Are any of the pieces on the Innova CD, or all of them, commissioned 
by you? 

MKE: Spontaneous D-Combustion, for various instruments and piano, is an-
other commission in the works and a version for solo piano appears on the 
CD. Stefania and I have had a blast working on this “concerto” because we 
wanted to make it fun and playable by performers of just about any instru-
ment and ability, from a symphony orchestra to a high school jazz or rock 
band or smaller chamber groupings. We are on a mission to make classical 
music cool. 

PB: It seems that every generation hears about the “death of classical music.” 
It seems to me that increased interest in the kind of new music that you are 
playing, carefully mixed with the classics, might be a good formula for the 
continued life of classical music. Your thoughts? 

MKE: There will always be a strong if smaller following for classical and 
modern music, but presenters and artists are inventing ways of appealing 
more to audiences immersed in popular culture. The San Francisco Sym-
phony offered a series recently called Beethoven and Bates, featuring young, 
innovative composer and deejay Mason Bates, DJ Masonic, performing on 
electronica with his symphonic work B-Sides. He brilliantly infuses aspects 
of spinning with compelling symphonic writing. So although there will al-
ways be the elite classical music purists, I see a trend toward a new genera-
tion of classical composition more inclusive, and perhaps more reflective of 
our society. 

PB: Perhaps relative to the previous question, do you see a growing audi-
ence for new music? We have certainly witnessed a growth in attendance 
here in Philadelphia. I thought a huge turning point here was a few years 
ago when Jennifer Higdon got a standing ovation, and hoots and hollers, 
from a packed house for a performance of her Concerto for Orchestra. 
MKE: I do perceive growing audiences for new music. Jennifer Higdon’s 
Blue Cathedral is the most performed orchestral work by a living American 
composer. In south Florida where I live, the Miami Ballet premiered a fantas-
tic new ballet set to Lowell Lieberman’s Second Piano Concerto that was a 
sellout. Conductor Michael Tilson Thomas and the New World Symphony in 
Miami regularly sell out modern music concerts. Many American symphony 
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orchestras now have composers in residence and regularly perform new mu-
sic. My children much prefer to hear what’s new rather than old. 

PB: I don’t think it is far-fetched to say that new music today, generally 
speaking, is more accessible than it was a generation ago. Do you agree? If 
so, can you offer your explanation for this? 

MKE: It seems historically that musical innovation follows architecture and 
art, and appreciation of new music lags that of the visual arts. My explana-
tion is that experiencing music is much more abstract, aural, non-visual, and 
difficult, given it exists only within time as it passes. The listener must be 
perceptive and open to how music affects the senses and emotions. I think 
the evolution of performance art, media, and electronic music have contrib-
uted to greater interest in new music. Non-traditional venues like the popu-
lar club Le Poisson Rouge in Manhattan attract standing-room-only crowds 
for evenings of new music, food, and drink. My colleague Kathleen Supove 
has popularized cutting-edge piano performances, mixing edgy costumes, 
video, and even kickboxing in her Exploding Piano events. There is a lot of 
ingenious programming out there. 

PB: What I should have asked more directly is, do you think the re-emer-
gence of tonal writing in academic circles in the past generation has been 
a major reason for the increased public interest in new music? And for that 
matter, is there a future for atonal composition? 

MKE: What will the next major upheaval be? Happily, music has gone be-
yond the simple definition of being either tonal or atonal. Some historians 
believe that during generally peaceful times, the mainstream arts tend to be 
less experimental and reactionary, but I think experimentation is always on-
going. It may not be mainstream yet, but there are musical innovators today 
like Tod Machover at MIT and others developing robotic instruments, dy-
namic and interactive music, for example. If chromaticism and the 12-tone 
revolution forever changed traditional musical thought and composition, 
they also allowed composers the freedom to develop unique musical lan-
guages that defy categorization. If music triggers strong emotional responses 
and stimulates the senses, that is what is most important to me. The music in 
Keeping Time does just that. 
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